
SCHOOL UNIFORM 

School uniform is an identity which must be worn with pride and propriety. It is 

deemed essential that items of school uniform are not worn in an arbitrary 

manner. It is pertinent to note that personal hygiene, proper hair cut/ hair-do and 

clean, ironed clothes constitute parts of proper turn out. 

Categories  

Summer Uniform  

Boys : 

Shirt- Chambray blue half sleeve shirt with pocket. Vest should always be worn 

under the shirt.  

Shorts- Blue grey drill cotton pants with school belt.  

Socks (nylon or cotton)- Sky blue with dark blue double border at the top.  

Shoes- Black shoes with laces conforming to the authorised pattern. 

 

Note :  

(i) The students of classes XI and XII shall wear trousers.  

(ii) Sikh boys will wear a sky-blue turban or sky-blue patka. 

 

Girls :  

 

Shirt-Chambray blue half sleeve shirt with pocket.  

Skirt- Blue grey drill cotton with school belt. Skirt length- 1 inch above knees.  

Socks (nylon or cotton)- Sky blue with dark blue double border at the top. 

Shoe- Black shoes with laces conforming to the authorised pattern.  

Girls in Secondary and Senior School (S4-S7) can wear a knee length blue 

kameez, white salwar with a white dupatta. 

 

Winter Uniform (w.e.f 1st December to 28th February) 

 

It is mandatory for every student to wear the school blazer with the school 

monogram on the pocket.  

The students are required to wear dark blue and light blue striped tie during 

winter, blue pullover, blue woollen stockings with grey stripes.  

Girls in Secondary and Senior School (S4-S7) can wear knee length blue 

kameez, white salwar with a white dupatta. 

 

 



 

 

Instructions  

1. Instructions shall be issued periodically regarding appropriate uniform to be 

worn by the students. Special directions also may be issued by the office of the 

Principal allowing trousers (Winter Uniform) to students for classes S1 to S5 

during winters.  

2. Prefects and School Council Bearers are expected to wear school 

blazers(always with a properly knotted tie) during winters.  

3. School shoes should be conforming to the authorized pattern which ought to 

be totally black including the sides of the sole.  

4. Students are expected to adhere to proper standards of hygiene including 

proper haircut, tied up hair, trimmed nails and no display of facial hair.  

5. Uniformity of appearance and regular turnout by each student is a pre-

requisite for discipline of this great institution. It is pertinent that all students, 

teachers and staff follow the guidelines. 

 

Parents are requested to note that the School does not insist on buying the 

prescribed set of books/writing material from any specific vendor. Parents 

are free to buy them from any vendor of their choice/convenience. 

 

 

 


